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Stimulus Timing-Dependent Plasticity in Dorsal Cochlear
Nucleus Is Altered in Tinnitus
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Tinnitus and cochlear damage have been associated with changes in somatosensory-auditory integration and plasticity in the dorsal
cochlear nucleus (DCN). Recently, we demonstrated in vivo that DCN bimodal plasticity is stimulus timing-dependent, with Hebbian and
anti-Hebbian timing rules that reflect in vitro spike timing-dependent plasticity. In this in vivo study, we assessed the stimulus timing
dependence of bimodal plasticity in a tinnitus model. Guinea pigs were exposed to a narrowband noise that produced a temporary
elevation of auditory brainstem response thresholds. A total of 60% of the guinea pigs developed tinnitus as indicated by gap-induced
prepulse inhibition of the acoustic startle. After noise exposure and tinnitus induction, stimulus timing-dependent plasticity was mea-
sured by comparing responses to sound before and after paired somatosensory and auditory stimulation presented with varying intervals
and orders. In comparison with Sham and noise-exposed animals that did not develop tinnitus, timing rules in verified tinnitus animals
were more likely to be anti-Hebbian and broader for those bimodal intervals in which the neural activity showed enhancement. Further-
more, units from exposed animals with tinnitus were more weakly suppressed than either Sham animals or exposed animals without
tinnitus. The broadened timing rules in the enhancement phase in animals with tinnitus, and in the suppressive phase in exposed animals
without tinnitus was in contrast to narrow, Hebbian-like timing rules in Sham animals. These findings implicate alterations in DCN
bimodal spike timing-dependent plasticity as underlying mechanisms in tinnitus, opening the way for a therapeutic target.
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Introduction
Tinnitus, the phantom perception of sound, has been linked to so-
matosensory innervation of the auditory system. Both tinnitus pa-
tients and normal subjects report that somatosensory stimuli, such
as pressure on the face, can elicit or modulate tinnitus (Pinchoff et
al., 1998; Levine, 1999; Sanchez et al., 2007). Converging somatosen-
sory and auditory inputs are integrated in the dorsal cochlear nu-
cleus (DCN), the first auditory brainstem nucleus (Kanold and
Young, 2001; Haenggeli et al., 2005; Shore, 2005; Zhou et al., 2007;
Kanold et al., 2011; Koehler et al., 2011) and a potential site for the
initiation of tinnitus (Kaltenbach and McCaslin, 1996; Brozoski et
al., 2002; Kaltenbach et al., 2004; Dehmel et al., 2012b).

DCN principal neurons (fusiform and giant cells) respond to
somatosensory stimulation with excitatory and inhibitory re-
sponses lasting tens of milliseconds (Young et al., 1995; Davis et
al., 1996; Kanold and Young, 2001; Shore, 2005) or minutes

(Zhang and Guan, 2008). Fusiform cells “integrate” auditory and
somatosensory stimuli presented in close temporal proximity by
enhancing or suppressing sound-evoked responses preceded by
somatosensory stimuli (Shore, 2005; Kanold et al., 2011; Koehler
et al., 2011). Bimodal stimulation can also suppress or enhance
subsequent neural activity for up to 1.5 h in normal animals, an
effect termed “bimodal plasticity” (Dehmel et al., 2012b; Koehler
and Shore, 2013). Bimodal plasticity expressed by DCN neurons is
stimulus timing-dependent with the direction and strength of in-
duced plasticity dependent on the order and relative timing of bi-
modal stimulation: Hebbian-like unit responses were enhanced
when somatosensory preceded auditory stimulation and suppressed
when somatosensory followed auditory stimulation. Anti-Hebbian-
like unit responses were suppressed when somatosensory preceded
auditory stimulation and enhanced when somatosensory followed
auditory stimulation (Koehler and Shore, 2013).

Significant changes in bimodal integration and plasticity and
their underlying neural circuitry occur after cochlear damage, a
leading cause of tinnitus (Lindblad et al., 2011). Cochlear damage
decreases auditory nerve terminal counts in the DCN leading to a
compensatory increase in excitatory somatosensory terminal
counts (Zeng et al., 2012). Furthermore, DCN neurons become
more sensitive to somatosensory stimulation after broadband
noise overexposure (Shore et al., 2008). In noise-exposed guinea
pigs with evidence for tinnitus, sound-evoked responses in neu-
rons with elevated spontaneous firing rates are primarily en-
hanced after bimodal stimulation (Dehmel et al., 2012b).
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The purpose of the current study was
to elucidate the contribution of spike
timing-dependent plasticity to tinnitus by
evaluating the stimulus timing depen-
dence of bimodal plasticity in a tinnitus
model. Here, we exposed guinea pigs to an
intense, narrowband noise to induce tem-
porary threshold shifts (TTS) and evalu-
ated gap detection for evidence of tinnitus
(Dehmel et al., 2012a; Turner et al., 2012).
DCN neural activity was recorded before
and 3 and 15 min after bimodal stimula-
tion in a stimulus timing-dependent
plasticity protocol. To identify tinnitus
correlates, responses were compared be-
tween Sham and exposed animals with
and without tinnitus. Stimulus timing-
dependent timing rules shifted from
Hebbian-like in Sham animals to anti-
Hebbian-like in noise-damaged animals.
Furthermore, enhancement was broader
in timing rules from exposed guinea pigs
exhibiting tinnitus, whereas suppression
was broader in timing rules from exposed
animals without tinnitus.

Materials and Methods
Animals. Female pigmented guinea pigs (n � 16) from the Elm Hill
colony (300 – 400 g) were used in this study. All procedures were per-
formed in accordance with the National Institutes of Health Guidelines
for the Use and Care of Laboratory Animals (publication 80 –23) and were
approved by the University Committee on Use and Care of Animals at
the University of Michigan.

Experimental design. This study was designed to assess the effect of
noise exposure-induced tinnitus on stimulus timing-dependent bimodal
plasticity of sound-evoked responses and spontaneous activity. Guinea
pigs were behaviorally tested semiweekly before and after a 2 h noise
exposure (Fig. 1A; 97 dB noise with 1⁄4 octave band centered at 7 kHz)
using an acoustic startle-based gap detection assay for tinnitus (Fig. 1B)
(Turner et al., 2006; Dehmel et al., 2012a). Guinea pigs were anesthetized
with ketamine (40 mg/kg) and xylazine (10 mg/kg) during the exposure.
Ten guinea pigs were first exposed to the narrowband noise 3– 6 weeks
after baseline gap detection testing. Six to 8 weeks later, each guinea pig
was exposed a second time to the same narrowband noise, as previous
results indicated that tinnitus was more likely to develop after repeated
noise exposures (Dehmel et al., 2012a, b). The remaining 6 guinea pigs
were Sham-exposed at the same time. Auditory brainstem response
(ABR) thresholds were measured before beginning gap detection (B),
immediately after the first and second noise exposures to assess threshold
shift (E1 and E2), one week after each noise exposure to assess recovery of
thresholds (R1 and R2), and immediately before unit recordings (F; Fig.
1C). Four to 6 weeks after the second noise exposure, single-unit and
multiunit spontaneous activity, rate level functions, and bimodal stimu-
lus timing-dependent plasticity were assessed in an acute DCN recording
preparation and compared between Sham and exposed groups and be-
tween tinnitus and no tinnitus groups (TGs) (Fig. 1D).

Gap detection testing for tinnitus. The startle-based gap detection assay
for tinnitus follows the previously described protocol (Dehmel et al.,
2012a). In brief, guinea pigs were placed on top of a piezoelectric force
measurement plate to measure movement elicited by a loud broadband
noise (the startle stimulus; 115 dB, 200 –20 kHz). Each trial consisted of a
background noise with (Gap trials) or without (No-Gap trials) a 50 ms
silent gap or pulse embedded 50 ms before the startle stimulus onset. The
60 dB background noise was either broadband noise or bandpass-filtered
noise with a 2 kHz band and lower cutoff frequencies of 4, 8, 12, 16, or 20
kHz. Intervals between trials were randomly varied between 18 and 24 s.

Observed startle amplitudes decreased only slightly (by �10%) over
multiple testing sessions in both Sham and noise-exposed guinea pigs.
For each day of testing, an observation of the normalized startle response
was computed as the ratio (AG/ANG) where AG is the mean amplitude of
the startle responses from 10 trials with gap on one day and ANG is the
mean amplitude of the startle response from 10 trials with no gap on the
same day (Fig. 2A). To assess the normalized startle responses within
each frequency band for evidence of tinnitus for each frequency band (12
kHz is shown), the distribution of normalized startle trials from all ob-
servations from all animals was analyzed using Gaussian mixture mod-
eling (Statistics Toolbox, MATLAB release 2012b; MathWorks). It was
assumed that the normalized startle observations were drawn from one
of two distributions, the normal distribution (Fig. 2B, black) and the
tinnitus distribution, with elevated normalized startle amplitudes (Fig.
2B, red). The normalized startle observations were placed into the TG
when the probability that the observation belonged to the elevated dis-
tribution was �0.55 (Fig. 2C, red line). Using the threshold established
by the Gaussian mixture model, the distributions of normalized startle
observations from Sham animals after noise exposure (Sham, Fig. 2D),
all animals before noise exposure (Baseline, Fig. 2E), and exposed ani-
mals after noise exposure (Exposed, Fig. 2F ) were partitioned into tinni-
tus and no tinnitus observations. Animals from the exposed group that
demonstrated more tinnitus observations than were found during base-
line testing were considered to have tinnitus within the tested frequency
band. For statistical evaluation, animals with no exposure were assigned
to the Sham group, noise-exposed animals with no evidence for tinnitus
were assigned to the Exposed-No Tinnitus (ENT) group, and noise-
exposed animals with evidence for tinnitus were assigned to the Exposed-
Tinnitus (ET) group. Prepulse inhibition was assessed in the same
manner as gap detection. All groups of animals showed no differences in
prepulse inhibition before and after the noise damage. This result was
taken to mean that baseline temporal processing was unchanged by the
noise damage; therefore, any changes in gap detection were as a result of
the tinnitus “filling the gap” and not because of a temporal processing
dysfunction or hearing loss.

Surgical approach for neural recordings. Guinea pigs were anesthetized
(subcutaneous injection of 100 mg/kg ketamine and 10 mg/kg xylazine;
at the incision site a subcutaneous injection of lidocaine, 14 mg/kg) and
ophthalmic ointment applied to their eyes. Their heads were fixed in a
Kopf stereotaxic frame using a bite bar, and hollow ear bars were placed
into the ear canals. Core temperature was maintained at 38°C. A left
craniotomy was performed, and a small amount of cerebellum was aspi-
rated (leaving paraflocculus intact) to allow for visual placement of the
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recording electrode. Supplemental doses of ketamine and xylazine (i.m.)
were administered at least hourly when indicated by response to a toe
pinch. The guinea pig’s physiological condition was monitored by assess-
ment of body temperature, respiration rates, heart rates, and unit thresh-
olds. After the completion of neural recording, the guinea pig was killed
by intraperitoneal injection of sodium pentobarbitol followed by
decapitation.

Electrode placement. A concentric bipolar stimulating electrode (FHC)
was placed stereotaxically into spinal trigeminal nucleus (Sp5) after being
dipped in Fluorogold (10 degrees below horizontal, 0.28 � 0.03 cm
lateral from midline, 0.25 � 0.02 cm caudal from transverse sinus, 0.9 �
0.1 cm below the surface of cerebellum). Postmortem reconstruction
confirmed electrode locations in Sp5. A four shank, 32 channel silicon-
substrate electrode (site spacing � 100 �m, shank pitch � 250 �m, site
area � 177 �m 2, impedance � 1–3 mOhms, NeuroNexus) was placed
with the tips 0.8 –1.0 mm below the surface of the DCN with shanks
rostral-to-caudal approximately within an iso-frequency layer. If the top
sites on each shank did not demonstrate a response to sound, the elec-
trode was lowered until they responded to noise.

Auditory and somatosensory stimulation. Cosine window-gated tone
signals (50 ms duration, 2 ms rise/fall time) were generated using
Open Ex and an RX8 DSP (TDT) with 12 bit precision and sampling
frequency set at 100 kHz. A shielded speaker (DT770, Beyer) driven
by an HB7 amplifier (TDT) delivered sound through a hollow earbar
to the left year. The system response was measured with a condenser
microphone attached to the hollow earbar by a 1⁄4” long tube approx-
imating the ear canal. Sound levels were adjusted to account for the
system response using a programmable attenuator (PA5, TDT) to
deliver calibrated levels (dB SPL) at frequencies from 200 Hz to 24
kHz. Neurons in somatosensory brainstem nuclei (Sp5) known to
project to DCN were activated by three biphasic (100 �s/phase) cur-
rent pulses at 1000 Hz delivered to Sp5 through a concentric bipolar
electrode (Shore et al., 2008). Responses to unimodal Sp5 stimulation
were assessed before any bimodal stimulation and classified as excit-
atory, inhibitory, or having a complex excitatory/inhibitory pattern.
The current amplitude was set to the highest level (range 50 –70 �A)
that did not elicit movement artifact.

Assessment of stimulus timing-dependent bimodal plasticity. Stimulus
timing-dependent plasticity was assessed in all guinea pigs using an in
vivo bimodal plasticity induction protocol (Dehmel et al., 2012a; Koehler
and Shore, 2013). In short, spontaneous activity and responses to uni-
modal tone stimuli were recorded at three time points: before and 3 and
15 min after the bimodal stimulation protocol. Three and 15 min time
points were selected to confirm the maximal bimodal effect that was
previously observed at 15 min with recovery occurring after 90 min
(Koehler and Shore, 2013). Responses from the 15 min time point were
used for all bimodal plasticity measurements. Responses to tones were
assessed by computing the mean firing rate over the 50 ms window
corresponding to the duration of the tone. Spontaneous activity was
assessed by computing the mean firing rate over 2–3 min of spiking
activity in the absence of sound. The bimodal stimulation protocol con-
sisted of 300 trials of the 50 ms tones combined with Sp5 activation
presented at 2 Hz. The bimodal interval (BI) was defined as the difference
between the tone stimulus and the Sp5 stimulus onset time. Thus, nega-
tive BIs indicate sound-leading Sp5 stimulation, and positive BIs indicate
Sp5-leading sound stimulation. Stimulus timing dependence was as-
sessed by varying the BI and measuring the change in unimodal tone-
evoked firing rates before and after bimodal stimulation. The recording
block was repeated with the BI randomly selected from the following list:
�40, �20, �10, 10, 20, or 40 ms. In control recording blocks, unimodal
sound-evoked responses were assessed following an identical protocol,
except with unimodal tone or Sp5 stimuli replacing the bimodal stimuli
to test unimodal plasticity.

To assess recovery after bimodal stimulation, responses to unimodal tones
were measured every 15–30 min after the final bimodal stimulation block for
up to 2 h. Timing rules for principal cell units (excluding units with type II
receptive fields) were classified as Hebbian, anti-Hebbian, suppressing, or
enhancing by comparing the mean change in firing rate (i.e., the firing rate
before bimodal stimulation subtracted from the firing rate after bimodal
pairing) when the Sp5 stimulus preceded the sound and when the Sp5 stim-
ulus followed the sound. Timing rule classification corresponded to that
used previously (Koehler and Shore, 2013). For comparison between Sham,
ET, and ENT animals, spontaneous firing rates were measured from the first
recording block before any bimodal stimulation.
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Spike detection and sorting. Voltages from
each site were digitized by a PZ2 preamp (Fs �
12 kHz, TDT) and bandpass filtered (300 Hz to
3 kHz). Online spike detection used a voltage
threshold set 2.5 SDs above background noise
(RZ2, TDT). Timestamps and waveform snip-
pets were saved to a PC and sorted using prin-
cipal components of the waveform shape and
EM-Dist cluster analysis with fixed variance
(95%) and 5 clusters (Plexon Offline Sorter).
Cluster distinctness was confirmed with pair-
wise cluster statistics ( p � 0.05; Plexon Offline
Sorter) and visually by a trained observer.
When a spike was present in a 1 ms window
across 80% of channels, any spikes within that
window were considered artifact and removed
from further analysis. The waveform shapes,
amplitudes, and response properties of multi-
unit clusters in this study were consistent over
the duration of the recording.

Statistical analyses. Significant bimodal plas-
ticity was identified using a paired measure-
ment Student’s t test for the number of spikes
measured on each trial before and after bi-
modal stimulation. Timing rules were con-
structed and classified for each individual unit
as Hebbian, anti-Hebbian, suppressing, or enhancing. The proportion of
timing rule types were compared between units from Sham and exposed
animals or between units from Sham, ET, and ENT units and tested for
significance using a 2 � 2 or 2 � 3 � 2 test, respectively, for independence.
Differences between mean population timing rules were tested using
2-way ANOVAs followed by Tukey–Kramer’s post hoc tests. All statistical
tests were run in MATLAB using the Statistics toolbox. p values for post
hoc tests were computed using a custom MATLAB routine that identifies
the lowest groupwise p value for which there is a significant difference
after applying Tukey–Kramer.

Results
Narrowband noise exposure centered at 7 kHz induced
temporary threshold shifts between 7 and 16 kHz
Noise exposure induced a TTS as demonstrated by ABR thresh-
olds. Thresholds in the exposed ear (Fig. 3A) but not the unex-
posed ear (Fig. 3B) were elevated immediately after exposure and
recovered to baseline by 1 week after noise exposure. Maximum
threshold elevation was (mean � SD) 35 � 3.5 dB at 9 kHz after
the first exposure and 19 � 2.1 dB at 10 kHz after the second
exposure with thresholds elevated in a band from the exposure
frequency to 2 octaves above the exposure frequency. ABR
thresholds in Sham-exposed guinea pigs were not elevated above
baseline in either ear (Fig. 3C,D).

Narrowband noise exposure induced tinnitus in the 12–14
kHz band in 60% of guinea pigs
Gap-induced prepulse inhibition of acoustic startle was used to
assess each guinea pig for evidence of a frequency-specific tinni-
tus percept. During baseline startle testing, all guinea pigs exhib-
ited normal gap detection with smaller startle responses when
there was a gap than when there was no gap. All guinea pigs
exhibited normalized startle responses �0.5 during baseline,
with the normalized startle response defined as the ratio of the
startle response amplitude with gap prepulse (AG) to the startle
response amplitude without gap (ANG). Impaired gap detection,
which was considered evidence for tinnitus, was identified by
significantly elevated normalized startle responses. After the
TTS-inducing noise exposure, 60% of exposed guinea pigs were
identified as having tinnitus in the 12–14 kHz band, half of which

also showed evidence for tinnitus in the 4 – 8, 8 –10, or 16 –18 kHz
bands (Fig. 4A; see Materials and Methods). Guinea pigs with
evidence for tinnitus in the 12–14 kHz bands were thus placed
into the ET group. The remaining 40% of exposed guinea pigs
that showed no evidence for tinnitus in any tested frequency band
were placed into the ENT group, whereas the Sham animals were
considered as a separate group (Sham).

To validate the ET and ENT groupings, gap detection ability
was compared between all exposed and Sham guinea pigs (Fig.
4B), and between the ET, ENT, and Sham guinea pigs (Fig. 4C).
The normalized startle response was not significantly elevated for
any frequency band in all exposed guinea pigs (Fig. 4B). However,
normalized startle responses were significantly elevated, indicat-
ing impaired gap detection ability, for the 4 – 6, 8 –10, and 12–14
kHz bands in the ET group but not in the ENT group (Fig. 4C).
The normalized startle response was not significantly elevated for
the BBN background signal or the 16 –18 kHz background signal
either in the ET group or the ENT group (Fig. 4C).

Bimodal plasticity timing rules were predominantly anti-
Hebbian and suppressing in noise-exposed animals
Previously, we measured the stimulus timing dependence of bi-
modal plasticity and demonstrated predominantly Hebbian-like
timing rules in normal animals (Koehler and Shore, 2013). To
separate noise exposure-driven changes in neural mechanisms
from those associated with tinnitus, stimulus timing-dependent bi-
modal plasticity was first compared between principal cell units
from Sham (n � 100 units) and Exposed (n � 288 units) guinea pigs
and then between exposed animals that developed tinnitus (ET) or
did not develop tinnitus (ENT). Bimodal plasticity was assessed by
identifying significant changes in sound-evoked average firing rates
15 min after bimodal stimulation (Fig. 5A). The dependence of bi-
modal plasticity on stimulus timing was confirmed by repeatedly
measuring bimodal plasticity using the protocol in Figure 5A and
varying the BI (10, 20, and 40 ms) and order (Sp5 or tone leading) in
the bimodal pairing protocol. BIs were classified as eliciting signifi-
cant bimodal plasticity if the firing rates before and 15 min after were
significantly different (t test, p � 0.05).

Timing rules were constructed for each unit by plotting the
change in sound-evoked firing rates observed 15 min after vari-
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ous bimodal pairing orders and intervals. These timing rules were
classified as Hebbian-like (n � 132; examples from Sham and
noise-exposed animals shown in Fig. 5B), anti-Hebbian-like (n �
69; examples from Sham and noise-exposed animals shown in
Fig. 5C), enhancing (n � 44), or suppressing (n � 143). In units
with Hebbian-like timing rules, sound-evoked firing rates in-
creased after bimodal stimulation when Sp5 stimulation pre-
ceded tone onset and decreased after bimodal stimulation when
Sp5 stimulation followed tone onset (Fig. 5B). The temporal win-
dow for enhancing bimodal plasticity is broader in this unit from
a noise-exposed animal from the ET group, with enhancement
observed after BIs of �10, 10, and 20 ms. In contrast, in the unit
from the Sham animal, enhancement is only observed with BIs of
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diagram, with tTone representing the onset time of the tone stimulus and tSp5 representing the onset
timeoftheSp5stimulus.B,Twoexamplesofsingle-unitHebbiantimingrules:onefromaSham(gray)
and one from a noise-exposed (pink) guinea pig. A diagram at the top of the panel demonstrates the
relative order of Sp5 and sound stimuli (also in E). The brown vertical line represents the Sp5 stimulus
and the sinusoid represents the tone stimulus. C, Two examples of single-unit anti-Hebbian timing
rules: one from a Sham and one from a noise-exposed guinea pig. B, C, Filled circles represent signif-
icant changes in sound-evoked firing rates. D, The percentage of principal units that showed Hebbian-
like (H), anti-Hebbian-like (aH), enhancing (E), and suppressing (S) timing rules from Sham (left) and
noise-exposed (right) animals. Stacked bars indicate units from below (black), within (white), and
above (gray) the damaged frequency region. Data were obtained at the 15 min time point. �Signifi-
cant differences in the distribution of timing rules between Sham and exposed animals. E, Timing
rules shifted from Hebbian in Sham animals to anti-Hebbian in exposed animals. Mean timing rules
showing bimodal plasticity of sound-evoked firing rates for units from Sham (gray) and exposed
(pink) guinea pigs. Mean timing rules were computed for all measurements from principal cell units.
Error bars indicate SEM. �Significant differences ( p � 0.05; Tukey–Kramer’s post hoc test).
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Figure 4. Elevated normalized startle responses demonstrate tinnitus in the 4 to 16 kHz
bands. A, Percentage of Sham (white bars) and exposed (black bars) guinea pigs that show
evidence for tinnitus in different frequency bands. B, Normalized startle response amplitudes in
each frequency band for exposed animals (black bars) compared with Sham animals (white
bars). C, Normalized startle response amplitudes in each frequency band for tinnitus animals
(ET, red bars) compared with animals without tinnitus (ENT, gray bars) and Sham animals
(white bars). B, C, Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. �Significantly different from
other bars within the same frequency band.
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10 and 20 ms. In units with anti-Hebbian-
like timing rules, sound-evoked firing
rates increased 15 min after Sp5 stimula-
tion followed tone onset and decreased 15
min after Sp5 stimulation preceded tone
onset (Fig. 5C). Responses in the remain-
ing units were only enhanced or sup-
pressed after bimodal stimulation at the
tested BIs (individual units not shown).

Units from Sham animals were distrib-
uted among the timing rule classes in
proportions similar to normal animals
(Koehler and Shore, 2013), with most
units showing Hebbian-like timing rules
(Fig. 5 D, left column). In contrast, after
noise exposure, units with anti-Hebbian
and suppressive timing rules were signifi-
cantly more prevalent (� 2 proportion test;
Sham vs Exposed; df � 3; � 2 � 25.2564;
p � 0.0001) than Hebbian or enhancing
units (Fig. 5D, right column). Further
breakdown of units into those with BFs
within the TTS frequency region (8 –16
kHz) and those outside these regions (�8
kHz and �16 kHz) reveal that units
within the TTS frequency region com-
prised the highest percentages of units in
the anti-Hebbian class.

Mean timing rules estimate the effect
of somatosensory-auditory pairing at spe-
cific intervals on DCN population activ-
ity. Mean population timing rules from all
Sham and exposed units 15 min after bi-
modal stimulation revealed a shift in the
population timing rules from Hebbian-
like to anti-Hebbian-like in the noise-
exposed animals (Fig. 5E). In Sham
animals, the mean population timing rule
was Hebbian-like, with enhancement of
sound-evoked firing rates when Sp5 preceded sound stimulation
(positive values) and suppression when Sp5 stimulation followed
sound stimulation (Fig. 5E, gray, negative values). In noise-
exposed animals, the reverse occurred, with suppression of
sound-evoked firing rates for Sp5 preceding sound stimulation
and enhancement with Sp5 after sound stimulation (Fig. 5E,
pink). A two-way ANOVA with Exposure Group (Group) and BI
revealed a significant main effect of BI and a significant interac-
tion between BI and Exposure Group (Group F(1) � 1.38, p �
0.240; BI F(5) � 5.37, p � 0.001; Exposure Group � BI F(5) �
14.47, p � 0.001). BIs for which there were significant differences
between Exposure Groups according to Tukey–Kramer’s post hoc
tests are designated in Figure 5E by stars.

Anti-Hebbian bimodal enhancement was broader in guinea
pigs exhibiting tinnitus, whereas suppressive bimodal
plasticity was broader in animals without tinnitus
To establish tinnitus-specific differences in bimodal stimulus
timing-dependent plasticity, we compared responses between
Sham (n � 100 units), ENT (n � 63 units), and ET (n � 225
units) guinea pigs before and 15 min after bimodal stimulation of
varying orders and intervals. Mean population timing rules for
ET, ENT, and Sham units revealed that bimodal plasticity was
converted from Hebbian-like to anti-Hebbian-like timing rules

in both the ET and ENT groups (Fig. 6A). In the ET animals, there
were more BIs at which enhancement occurred (�40, �20, �10,
and 10 ms) than in the ENT group (only �20 ms), revealing a
broadening of the timing rules for the enhancement phase of the
curve in the ET animals. Although firing rate suppression was
observed at 20 ms for both ET and ENT animals, there was a
broadening of the suppressive phase of the curve in the ENT
animals, with suppression at both 10 and 20 ms compared with
only 20 ms in the ET animals (Fig. 6A). The broadening of the
timing rules in the enhancement phase in ET animals and in the
suppressive phase in ENT animals was in contrast to narrow,
Hebbian-like timing rules in Sham animals, in which maximal
enhancement and suppression were found at BIs of 20 ms and
�10 ms, respectively. A two-way ANOVA with TG and BI re-
vealed significant main effects of TG and BI and a significant
interaction between BI and Exposure Group (TG F(2) � 4.02,
p � 0.018; BI F(5) � 4.72, p � 0.001; TG � BI F(10) � 7.34, p �
0.001). BIs for which there were significant differences between
TGs according to Tukey–Kramer’s post hoc tests are shown as
stars in Figure 6A.

Corresponding with the shifts in population timing rules,
anti-Hebbian-like units were most common in ET animals,
whereas suppressive units were predominant in ENT animals
(Fig. 6B; � 2 � 52.82; df � 11; p � 0.001; Fig. 6B, stars). The shift
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toward anti-Hebbian-like units in ET animals was more promi-
nent in units within the tinnitus frequency bands.

Anti-Hebbian bimodal plasticity of spontaneous rates was
dominant in noise-exposed guinea pigs exhibiting tinnitus,
whereas suppressive bimodal plasticity of spontaneous rates
was dominant in animals without tinnitus
Tinnitus is associated with spontaneous hyperactivity in the DCN
and other auditory structures (Komiya and Eggermont, 2000;
Brozoski et al., 2002; Kaltenbach et al., 2004; Dehmel et al.,
2012b). Spontaneous firing rates measured before any bimodal
stimulation revealed elevated spontaneous firing rates in the ET
group in frequency regions with threshold shifts and evidence for

tinnitus (�12 kHz; Fig. 7A,B) but not
�12 kHz (Fig. 7A,C). It is therefore im-
portant to assess the influence of bimodal
stimulation on subsequent spontaneous
activity in Sham, ENT, and ET animals.
Figure 7D plots the change in spontane-
ous activity observed in DCN neurons 15
min after various bimodal pairing orders
and intervals in the three groups. These
timing rules constructed from changes in
spontaneous rates in units from ENT an-
imals were generally suppressive. In con-
trast, units from ET animals exhibited
anti-Hebbian-like timing rules with en-
hancement at the �20 ms intervals and
less suppression at all positive inter-
vals than the ENT animals. A two-way
ANOVA with TG and BI revealed signifi-
cant main effects of TG and a significant
interaction between BI and Exposure
Group (TG F(2) � 14.06, p � 0.0001; BI
F(5) � 1.12, p � 0.35; TG � BI F(10) �
2.41, p � 0.008).

Responses to Sp5 stimulation were
predominantly inhibitory in normal
animals but excitatory in animals with
tinnitus
Given that noise exposure can affect the
auditory (Kujawa and Liberman, 2009)
and somatosensory (Shore et al., 2008;
Zeng et al., 2012) drive to the DCN, we
evaluated tinnitus-associated changes in
responses to unimodal somatosensory
stimulation. Responses to Sp5 stimulation
alone were recorded to compare the dis-
tributions of excitatory, inhibitory, and
complex unimodal Sp5 responses be-
tween Sham, noise-exposed, and TGs
(Fig. 8). Unimodal Sp5 responses were
more likely to be excitatory (green) and
less likely to be inhibitory (red) in ET an-
imals than in Sham and ENT animals. In
contrast, unimodal Sp5 responses were
more likely to be complex (E/In; blue) in
ENT animals. These responses to so-
matosensory unimodal stimulation sug-
gest that somatosensory excitatory drive
to the DCN is strengthened in animals
with tinnitus.

Bimodal stimulation was more effective at inducing plasticity
than unimodal stimulation
The contribution of bimodal stimulation to plasticity of sound-
evoked responses was compared with the effects of repeated
unimodal sound (Fig. 9A,B) or unimodal Sp5 (Fig. 9C,D) stim-
ulation on subsequent sound-evoked responses. Bimodal stimu-
lation induced significantly more enhancement and suppression
than unimodal tone stimulation for all groups, although the ef-
fect was more pronounced in units from ENT and ET animals
than in Sham animals (Fig. 9A,B; two-way ANOVA for enhance-
ment; TG F(2) � 4.90, p � 0.008; Stimulus F(1) � 14.84, p �
0.001; TG � Stimulus F(2) � 0.47, p � 0.63; Figure 9A stars
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indicate Tukey–Kramer’s post hoc test for unimodal to bimodal
comparisons; two-way ANOVA for suppression; TG F(2) � 18.0,
p � 0.001; Stimulus F(1) � 92.6, p � 0.001; TG � Stimulus
F(2) � 6.86, p � 0.001; Figure 9B stars indicate Tukey–Kramer’s
post hoc test for unimodal to bimodal comparisons).

Similarly, bimodal stimulation induced more enhancement
than unimodal Sp5 stimulation (Fig. 9C) in units from ET ani-
mals. However, unimodal Sp5 stimulation induced greater en-
hancement for units from ENT animals (Fig. 9C). A two-way
ANOVA with TG and stimulus type (Unimodal Sp5 vs Bimodal
stimulation) revealed no significant main effects or interactions
(TG F(2) � 2.10, p � 0.12; Stim Type F(1) � 0.38, p � 0.54; TG �
Stim Type F(2) � 2.91, p � 0.056). Bimodal stimulation induced
significantly more suppression than unimodal Sp5 stimulation
for all groups (Fig. 9D), although the effect was strongest for units
from ET animals in which the bimodal suppression increases
(two-way ANOVA; TG F(2) � 0.42, p � 0.66; Stim Type F(1) �
81.0, p � 0.001; TG � Stim Type F(2) � 5.15, p � 0.006; Figure
9 stars indicate Tukey–Kramer’s post hoc test for unimodal to
bimodal comparisons).

Discussion
Bimodal auditory-somatosensory plasticity in the DCN in vivo is
stimulus timing-dependent (Koehler and Shore, 2013), consis-
tent with in vitro studies of spike timing-dependent plasticity
(STDP) at parallel-fiber synapses (Tzounopoulos et al., 2004)

that convey somatosensory information to the DCN (Zhou and
Shore, 2004; Zhou et al., 2007). Alterations in timing rules gov-
erned by stimulus timing-dependent plasticity have been associ-
ated with pathology, such as Parkinson’s disease and cognitive
disorders (Aosaki et al., 2010; Meredith and Mansvelder, 2010).
Here, we demonstrate changes in stimulus timing-dependent bi-
modal plasticity in a model of noise-exposure induced tinnitus.
We showed that bimodal plasticity timing rules were more likely
to be anti-Hebbian in guinea pigs with tinnitus than those with-
out tinnitus or in Shams. Furthermore, the timing window for
enhancement was broader in animals that developed tinnitus. In
contrast, exposed animals that did not develop tinnitus exhibited
primarily suppressive timing rules and broader timing windows
for suppression in units with anti-Hebbian like rules.

Noise exposure causes temporary threshold shifts
and tinnitus
Noise exposure is a leading cause of tinnitus in humans, with the
tinnitus frequency usually close to the frequency region of great-
est hearing loss (Heller, 2003). In the present study, narrowband
noise centered at 7 kHz produced unilateral TTS with threshold
shifts at 7–16 kHz and tinnitus in the 12–14 kHz bands, consis-
tent with earlier reports of tinnitus above the noise exposure
frequency (Turner et al., 2006; Bauer et al., 2008).

Alterations in bimodal stimulus timing-dependent plasticity
are associated with noise exposure and tinnitus
Noise-exposure shifts bimodal timing rules from Hebbian to
anti-Hebbian or suppressing. Compared with those that did not
develop tinnitus, the exposed animals with tinnitus exhibited sev-
eral striking characteristics: (1) population plasticity was more
likely to be governed by stimulus timing-dependent (primarily
anti-Hebbian) rules than suppressive or enhancing plasticity; (2)
timing rules were broader in the enhancing phase of the curve but
narrower in the suppressive phase; (3) plasticity of spontaneous
activity shifted toward enhancement at all BIs; and (4) bimodal
plasticity was stronger than unimodal plasticity. These tinnitus-
associated changes in bimodal stimulus timing-dependent plas-
ticity suggest that somatosensory inputs have a greater influence
on DCN neural activity in noise-exposed animals, with a bias
toward enhancement in animals that developed tinnitus and a
bias toward suppression in those that did not, consistent with
previous findings (Dehmel et al., 2012b).

Bimodal stimulus timing-dependent plasticity is a potential
mechanism for tinnitus
Bimodal STDP in the DCN has been proposed as a mechanism to
identify spatiotemporal patterns in auditory nerve activity that
are correlated with somatosensory inputs (Roberts and Portfors,
2008). In the normal system, parallel fiber synaptic activity mod-
ulates the responsivity of DCN neurons to auditory nerve activity
by reducing input resistance and broadening synaptic integration
(Tzounopoulos et al., 2007; Doiron et al., 2011). Thus, narrow
STDP timing rules that potentiate or depress these synapses can
heighten or suppress DCN responsivity to auditory nerve inputs
(Masquelier et al., 2008) that are tightly correlated with somato-
sensory events (Sawtell, 2010). In tinnitus animals, the broader
temporal window for enhancing plasticity (Fig. 6A) would in-
crease the likelihood of a somatosensory event triggering long-
term potentiation through Hebbian or anti-Hebbian STDP. This
would lead to heightened responsivity to spontaneous and driven
auditory nerve and parallel fiber spiking. In the present model, it
is more likely to arise from the somatosensory system, as somato-
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sensory inputs are more numerous after noise damage (Zeng et
al., 2009, 2012). A similar process operates in visual cortex, where
broadened STDP timing rules after visual deprivation cause long-
term potentiation of spontaneous inputs (Guo et al., 2012).

These alterations in bimodal plasticity, acting cooperatively with
increased somatosensory synaptic contacts and decreased granule
cell resistance after noise exposure (Zeng et al., 2009, 2012; Pilati et
al., 2012), could be responsible for strengthening somatosensory
drive, leading to spontaneous hyperactivity in DCN neurons. The
corresponding decrease in bimodal suppression of spontaneous ac-
tivity in tinnitus animals would further enhance hyperactivity. Be-
cause the DCN has been identified as necessary for the generation of
tinnitus (Brozoski et al., 2012), spontaneous hyperactivity driven by
these mechanisms could be a neural representation of tinnitus
(Kaltenbach and McCaslin, 1996).

Potential mechanisms underlying noise-induced changes in
stimulus timing-dependent plasticity
The influence of noise exposure on DCN microcircuitry, STDP
neuromodulators, and synaptic plasticity mechanisms must be
considered in the interpretation of the in vivo changes in stimulus
timing-dependent plasticity demonstrated here.

First, a reduction in glycinergic inhibition after noise exposure
(Suneja et al., 1998a, b) and tinnitus (Wang et al., 2009) could shift the
balance of sound-evoked excitation and inhibition, resulting in an in-
crease in the number of DCN neurons with larger excitatory response
maps (Ma and Young, 2006; Shore et al., 2008). Changes in sound-
driven and spontaneous neural activity could then lead to changes in
correlated somatosensory and auditory synaptic inputs. Because neu-
rons with primarily excitatory response maps are more likely to exhibit
Hebbian-like plasticity (Koehler and Shore, 2013), a reduction in
sound-driven inhibition would predict a shift toward Hebbian-like
plasticity. However, this prediction is counter to the increase in anti-
Hebbian-like plasticity tinnitus animals, suggesting that tinnitus-
associated changes in bimodal plasticity are not the result of changes in
the sound-driven network properties.

Alternatively, neuromodulatory systems may gate STDP
(Pawlak et al., 2010). In DCN, cholinergic inputs modulate STDP
at parallel fiber to fusiform cell synapses, converting it from Heb-
bian to anti-Hebbian (Zhao and Tzounopoulos, 2011). Increases
in choline acetyltransferase activity and carbachol-induced sup-
pression of neural activity in the DCN after noise damage (Zhang
and Kaltenbach, 2000; Jin et al., 2006) suggest that increased
cholinergic tone may contribute to the Hebbian to anti-Hebbian
shift after noise exposure in the present study.

Somatosensory innervation of the DCN excites or inhibits
principal neurons depending on whether innervation via parallel
fibers is direct or through inhibitory interneurons, such as cart-
wheel cells (Young et al., 1995; Shore, 2005). The redistribution
of unimodal somatosensory responses toward excitation in tin-
nitus animals suggests that new somatosensory terminals prefer-
entially innervate fusiform cells directly versus through cartwheel
cells. Together with reduced glycinergic inhibition, this would
minimize the influence of cartwheel cells on bimodal stimulus
timing-dependent plasticity. Parallel fiber synapses onto cart-
wheel cells exhibit endocannabinoid-mediated anti-Hebbian
STDP that has the inverse Hebbian influence on fusiform cells
(Tzounopoulos et al., 2007; Doiron et al., 2011). Thus, a reduc-
tion in cartwheel cell influence would lead to a reduction in Heb-
bian somatosensory influence, as observed in the present data.

After sensory deprivation, the distribution of postsynaptic
NMDAR-2B changes, resulting in broader STDP timing rules in
visual cortical neurons (Guo et al., 2012). The presence of

NMDAR-2B in DCN fusiform, granule, and vertical cells (Sato et
al., 2000) may provide a potential mechanism for tinnitus-
associated changes in STDP because synaptic plasticity is often
mediated by NMDAR-initiated signaling cascades that are PKC
dependent. The expression of PKC is enhanced in DCN neurons
after cochlear ablation (Garcia et al., 2000), but evidence demon-
strating that changes in NMDAR activity or signaling cascades are
responsible for tinnitus-associated changes in STDP has not yet
been provided.

STDP alterations as a neural correlate for tinnitus
Our results suggest that changes in STDP in the DCN is a new
neural correlate of tinnitus. The specific STDP changes after
noise exposure and tinnitus induction may drive spontaneous
neural activity toward spiking patterns that represent tinnitus in
DCN and higher auditory structures. Plasticity in higher auditory
centers could further drive spontaneous activity toward percep-
tual awareness.

Bimodal plasticity that is stimulus timing-dependent has been
demonstrated in auditory cortex (Basura et al., 2012) where
STDP has also been implicated as a mechanism underlying stim-
ulus timing-dependent shifts in frequency tuning (Dahmen et al.,
2008). Stimulus timing-dependent frequency tuning suggests
that STDP may be important for tonotopic remapping, which has
been suggested as a correlate for tinnitus (Mühlnickel et al., 1998;
Komiya and Eggermont, 2000). In other sensory systems, STDP is
involved in elevated spontaneous activity and cortical remapping
after sensory deprivation in visual (Guo et al., 2012) and somato-
sensory (Gambino and Holtmaat, 2012) cortices, respectively.

Our identification of tinnitus-associated changes in stimulus
timing-dependent plasticity opens up avenues for novel tinnitus
treatments. Already, manipulation of cortical map plasticity through
vagal nerve stimulation has been proposed as a tinnitus treatment
(Engineer et al., 2013). Our results suggest potential approaches to
tinnitus management, including noninvasive paired stimulation of
the auditory and somatosensory modalities and pharmacological
targeting of STDP modulatory mechanisms.
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